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Abstract—Federated edge learning (FEEL) has emerged as a revolutionary paradigm to develop AI services at the edge of 6G wireless networks as it supports collaborative model training at a massive number of mobile devices. However, model communication over wireless channels, especially in uplink model uploading of FEEL, has been widely recognized as a bottleneck that critically limits the efficiency of FEEL. Although over-the-air computation can alleviate the excessive cost of radio resources in FEEL model uploading, practical implementations of over-the-air FEEL still suffer from several challenges, including strong straggler issues, large communication overheads, and potential privacy leakage. In this article, we study these challenges in over-the-air FEEL and leverage reconfigurable intelligent surface (RIS), a key enabler of future wireless systems, to address these challenges. We study the state-of-the-art solutions on RIS-empowered FEEL and explore the promising research opportunities for adopting RIS to enhance FEEL performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sixth-generation (6G) wireless communications are envisioned as intelligent information systems that are both driven by and drivers of artificial intelligence (AI). On one hand, AI will make 6G smart, agile, and able to learn and adapt to the changing network dynamics. On the other hand, the unprecedented capacity and flexibility of 6G will facilitate the deployment of mobile AI services to support diversified computation-intensive mobile applications, such as autonomous driving, auto-robots, and augmented reality. These applications stimulate the development of large-scale machine learning (ML) technologies that can make use of gargantuan amounts of mobile data generated by ever-increasing edge devices. Moreover, new smart devices exhibit a compelling increase in computation capability, making on-device local training possible for sophisticated AI models. With all that being said, the future wireless networks will be designed to support distributed ML that leverages local resources, including local computation units and data, at the edge level. This calls for revolutionary communication and computation techniques to meet stringent latency and accuracy requirements with limited radio resources such as bandwidth and power.

Edge ML has generated considerable recent research interest; one of the most important approaches is federated learning (FL) [1], which makes it possible for different parties to collaboratively train a unified AI model without direct data exchange. When FL is deployed at the edge level, known as federated edge learning (FEEL) [2], edge devices perform local training using local data and periodically exchange model information instead of raw data with a parameter server (PS, usually a base station in a wireless network) to update the global model. While FEEL improves the computation efficiency by exploiting the computation capabilities of local devices, frequent model communications between the edge devices and the PS critically limit the performance of FEEL. To see this, note that a FEEL network generally comprises thousands or even millions of edge devices (e.g., smartphones and Internet-of-things (IoT) devices). It is shown that model communication, especially in uplink model uploading, can be slower than local computation by many orders of magnitude due to limited radio resources.1

Over-the-air computation has been introduced into FEEL to relieve the communication burden of uplink model uploading [2]. Specifically, over-the-air computation allows massive devices to simultaneously upload local models over the same time-frequency resources by exploiting the signal superposition property of multiple-access channels. With over-the-air computation, the latency or the required bandwidth in FEEL model uploading is independent of the number of devices and thus can be vastly reduced.

Although over-the-air FEEL is envisioned to be a scalable solution, there still remain three unresolved challenges that limit its communication performance: First, over-the-air FEEL fundamentally suffers from an inherent communication-learning tradeoff induced by device selection. While selecting a subset of edge devices to participate can improve the communication quality, device selection leads to a decrease in the number of exploited training data and hence degrades the learning convergence [2]. Such a conflict puts practical device selection in a dilemma and complicates the design on both communication and learning aspects. Second, the design of over-the-air FEEL critically relies on transmitter-side signal scaling to align the local models coherently at the receiver. This is usually achieved by using the channel state information at the transmitter side (CSIT). However, CSIT acquisition requires frequent channel information feedback from the PS, which incurs large communication overheads and causes a large time delay to FEEL. Third, transmitting local model information reveals sensitive information, which can be used by potential eavesdroppers for privacy attacks. Enhancing the privacy level, e.g., by adding artificial noises, leads to learning accuracy degradation in FEEL because the added noise makes the estimation of uploaded models at the PS less accurate.

1This article is focused on the uplink model uploading and aggregation of over-the-air FEEL as these two steps are regarded as the main bottlenecks of FEEL. While downlink model broadcasting is another interesting topic that deserves dedicated research efforts, the design of downlink model broadcasting is beyond the scope of this article.
A. Over-the-Air FEEL

General FEEL comprises a PS and K edge devices in a wireless network, with each device possessing a local training dataset \( D_k \) and exhibiting a channel link with the PS. The edge devices aim to learn a uniform AI model from the local data. That is, the goal is to find an optimal parameter set \( w \) of a given AI model by minimizing an additive empirical loss function

\[
F(w) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} p_k F_k(w),
\]

where \( F_k(w) \) is the local loss function with respect to the \( k \)-th local dataset \( D_k \), and \( p_k \geq 0 \) is the predefined weight of device \( k \) satisfying \( \sum_{k=1}^{K} p_k = 1 \). A popular choice of \( \{p_k\} \) is \( p_k = |D_k|/\sum_{k=1}^{K} |D_k|, \forall k \); see [1].

In FEEL, each device trains a local model \( w_k \) that minimizes \( F_k(w) \) using the local training samples in \( D_k \). Furthermore, the PS iteratively exchanges model information with the devices until convergence with learning iterations \( t = 1, 2, \ldots \). Moreover, the acquisition of the latest channel state information (CSI) is critical in FEEL system design. In this regard, in each coherence block we dedicate a number of symbols, a.k.a. communication overhead, for channel training before model transmission. As shown in Fig. 1, FEEL in a coherence block involves the following steps:

1) Channel estimation: Edge devices send training pilots to the PS; the PS estimates CSI for all devices from the received signals based on the knowledge of the training pilots.

2) Device selection: Based on the obtained CSI, the PS selects a subset of devices to participate into the learning process.

3) CSI feedback: The CSI of individual selected device is fed back to the device side through downlink control channels in order to optimize the transmission scheme for model uploading.

4) Model broadcasting: The PS broadcasts the current global model \( w_t \) to the selected devices.

5) Local model updating: Each selected device computes the local model \( w_{k,t} \) starting from the initial model \( w_t \) with respect to its local data by using, e.g., stochastic gradient descent.

6) Model uploading and aggregation: The selected devices upload the local model updates \( \{\Delta w_{k,t} = w_{k,t} - w_t\} \) to the PS. The PS computes a global model as a weighted sum of the local ones by \( w_{t+1} = w_t + \sum_{k=1}^{K} p_k \Delta w_{k,t} \).

Steps 4–6 are repeatedly invoked with \( t \leftarrow t + 1 \) until the end of the coherence block, and the next block begins with Step 1.

Note that a federated learning network generally comprises numerous edge devices, e.g., thousands or millions of smartphones or IoT devices. Consequently, concurrently uploading such a massive number of local models through multiple-access wireless channels costs a large amount of radio resources and incurs an excessively long delay. As a result, model uploading and aggregation in Step 6 have been widely recognized as the main bottleneck of FEEL [1]. To tackle the challenge in Step 6, over-the-air computation has recently been introduced to support a large number of simultaneous model uploading [2]. In each learning iteration, edge devices transmit local models over the same channel and coherently align their models at the PS.
by using transmitter-side signal scaling. Then, the PS directly estimates the weighted sum $\sum p_k \Delta w_{k,t}$ instead of individual models because the transmitted signals are naturally superposed at the PS through the wireless multiple-access channel. By doing so, the required bandwidth or the latency does not scale with the number of edge devices, and hence over-the-air computation is deemed to be a scalable solution to model aggregation. For more technical details of over-the-air model aggregation, we refer the interested readers to [2], [6, Section V].

**B. Three Major Challenges in Over-the-Air FEEL**

Although over-the-air FEEL alleviates high bandwidth burden in model aggregation, three key challenges persist therein. We elaborate on these challenges in this subsection, and motivate our design on RIS-empowered FEEL in the next subsection.

First, the performance of over-the-air model aggregation is limited by the communication-learning tradeoff. Specifically, wireless channel conditions vary significantly across mobile devices. Consequently, a straggler issue exists in the sense that the model aggregation performance is dominated by the devices with weak channel qualities, a.k.a. the communication stragglers. This is because the devices with better channel qualities have to lower their transmit power so that signals from all devices are coherently aligned at the PS. In order to limit the model aggregation error, the aforementioned stragglers have to be excluded from model training through device selection in Step 2 of Fig. 1. However, selecting a subset of devices to participate reduces the number of exploited data, which slows down the learning convergence [2]. Furthermore, in light of heterogeneous data distributions among edge devices, excluding the stragglers exacerbates the convergence rate loss as it causes a bias to the global model aggregation.

The existence of the stragglers leads to a fundamental tradeoff between minimizing the communication error and maximizing the number of participants in device selection. This is referred to as the communication-learning tradeoff, and is illustrated in Fig. 2. On one hand, Fig. 2(a) shows that the model aggregation mean-square-error (MSE) significantly increases when more devices participate in training. On the other hand, if the communication error is intentionally neglected by assuming an error-free channel, the learning test accuracy (in the range of $[0, 1]$) improves with more devices selected. Compared with the i.i.d. data distribution case, accuracy degradation from device discarding becomes more severe when data distributions are non-i.i.d.; see Fig. 2(b). The communication-learning tradeoff significantly complicates the FEEL system design: In order to optimize the learning accuracy, the conflict in minimizing the communication error and maximizing the test accuracy with respect to device selection should be well balanced in a unified optimization framework. However, capturing the impact of device selection in learning performance loss is difficult as there is no direct relationship between the final learning accuracy and the device selection decision for a general learning model. Moreover, the mixed impact of device selection (Step 2 in Fig. 1) and communication error in model aggregation (Step 6) makes the problem more difficult to tackle. We summarize this challenge in Challenge C1.

**C1 The fundamental communication-learning tradeoff in device selection limits the performance of FEEL. An optimal system design should jointly optimize device selection and the communication scheme under a unified metric.**

Second, to facilitate over-the-air model aggregation, the PS needs to feedback CSI to the selected devices for transmitter-side scaling; see Step 3 in Fig. 1. To see this, consider a simple case where the PS has a single receive antenna. To achieve coherent model aggregation at the PS, device $k$ shall set the transmit scaling coefficient as $p_k / h_k$, where $p_k$ is the corresponding model aggregation weight and $h_k$ is the channel coefficient of device $k$. With this design, the channel fading coefficients are canceled at the PS, and the received signal is a noisy version of the aggregated model updates $\sum_k p_k \Delta w_{k,t}$. In order to compute the transmit scaling coefficients, the most up-to-date information on $h_k$ is needed at device $k$. In each coherence block, the PS estimates the channels and sends the most recently CSI to the devices through the downlink control channels. The frequent update of the transmit scaling coefficients incurs high feedback costs in Step 3 of Fig. 1. Furthermore, due to the limited bandwidth of downlink control channels, CSI is usually quantized and compressed before being transmitted, which brings additional error and leads to imperfect signal alignment in over-the-air model aggregation. This challenge is summarized as follows.

**C2 To facilitate coherent model aggregation, the PS needs to frequently feedback CSI to the devices. This incurs high downlink signaling overhead and extra signal alignment error.**

The last challenge lies in the potential privacy leakage in FEEL. As one of the driving forces of FEEL, the user-level privacy can be preserved in FEEL to some extent by transmitting local model updates instead of raw training data. However, the existence of the stragglers exacerbates the convergence rate loss as it causes a bias to the global model aggregation.
recent studies have shown that communicating local model updates still reveals sensitive information and is prone to privacy threats. For example, batch-averaged gradients transmitted in learning iterations can be reversed engineered to recover the corresponding training images. Therefore, privacy-preserving mechanisms, such as differential privacy (DP), secure multi-party computation, and encryption, are needed to protect the privacy for FEEL. However, these mechanisms often achieve data privacy at the cost of reduced learning performance or additional communication resources. For example, a widely adopted approach in DP is to add independent artificial noises to the local model updates before transmission. This inevitably brings errors to model aggregation and degrades the learning performance. We summarize the challenge in privacy leakage as follows.

C3 Model information exchanged during the training process leaks sensitive information, raising privacy concerns. Privacy-preserving design, on the other hand, often provides privacy at the cost of reduced model performance.

C. Overview on RIS-Empowered FEEL

Challenges C1–C3, namely the communication-learning tradeoff, the large communication overhead, and the privacy leakage, critically limit the learning efficiency of FEEL. To tackle C1–C3, communication mechanisms in conventional communication systems should be revisited and radio resources should be specifically optimized with respect to FEEL objectives, such as training loss or training time, other than conventional communication metrics. This not only complicates the transceiver design but also increases the radio resource requirements. For example, to address the communication-learning tradeoff, an additional device selection procedure, i.e., Step 2 of Fig. 1, is required before model transmissions, which increases the computational complexity of system optimization. Moreover, massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) can be utilized to avoid the CSI feedback by achieving CSIT-free transmit scaling [7], but it increases power consumption and deployment costs. Finally, in order to enhance the privacy preservation in FEEL by DP, more transmit power is required to introduce artificial noises.

We envision that the above detriments brought in addressing Challenges C1–C3 can be effectively alleviated by an emerging wireless communication technique called RIS. Specifically, a RIS is a thin flat sheet comprising a large number of tiny elements that are made of low-cost meta-materials. The RIS elements can shape the incident signals by inducing independent phase shifts and can be configured in real time under the control of a central controller. By integrating RISs into wireless networks, the wireless channel is a function of the RIS elements that are made of low-cost meta-materials. The RIS is a thin flat sheet comprising a large number of tiny elements.

Fig. 3: The framework of RIS-empowered FEEL in the t-th learning iteration.
existing direct device-PS channel links so as to improve the channel quality. Furthermore, the newly added device-RIS-PS channel coefficients can be tuned by adjusting the phase shifts induced by the RIS elements. Consequently, the overall channel of device $k$ can be regarded as a function of the RIS phase shift vector $\theta$ and be configured by optimizing $\theta$. We refer to [6] for the detailed mathematical model.

The local model changes $\{\Delta w_{k,t}\}$ are uploaded via overhe-air model aggregation. Except for the devices and the PS, the wireless channels are taken as another system optimization dimension as functions of the RIS phase shifts $\theta$. Due to the communication-learning tradeoff, the transmitters, the RIS, and the receiver should be jointly designed under a unified metric that characterizes both the communication and learning impacts on FEEL. We note that the proposed RIS-empowered FEEL framework unifies the existing designs on RIS-enabled FEEL [6], [8]–[10]. We shall review the state-of-the-art solutions on RIS-empowered FEEL in addressing Challenges C1–C3 in the subsequent sections.

III. RIS FOR COMMUNICATION-LEARNING CO-DESIGN

As discussed in Section II-B, the channel heterogeneity across edge devices leads to the communication-learning tradeoff that fundamentally limits the FEEL performance. Conventional communication systems address this tradeoff by, e.g., carefully selecting the active devices, harnessing high array gains with multiple receive antennas, or increasing the transmit power. Intuitively, RIS provides an additional system optimization dimension other than those mentioned above. Specifically, RIS can be used to enhance the reliability of wireless channels, as most prior work on RIS-assisted communications does, so that more devices can participate in the training process without causing noticeable degradation of the model aggregation performance. Furthermore, the RIS phase shifts can be co-designed with the communication variables (i.e., the transceiver design) and the learning scheme (e.g., device selection) so that RIS can be better leveraged to empower FEEL. In this section, we review the state-of-the-art solutions on RIS-empowered communication-learning co-design in FEEL.

Ref. [8] studied joint receive beamforming, RIS phase shifts, and device selection in a unified optimization problem for a general FEEL task. While Ref. [8] derived a closed-form expression for the communication error in model aggregation, it shows that the impact of device selection is generally difficult to characterize. This is because the FEEL performance depends on various factors, including the scheduled devices, the data distributions, the local updating approach, and the characteristics of the learning task and its loss function. The authors in [8] addressed this challenge by exploiting the following intuition: If the communication error is not taken into account, FEEL usually converges faster when more devices are selected. Motivated by this, Ref. [8] adopted the number of selected devices as an approximate proxy of the convergence rate and maximized it under a predefined communication error constraint. A parallel work to [8] appeared in [9] that considered a very similar participant-maximization design with multiple RISs. Both works reported that RIS-assisted communication-learning co-design leads to noticeable convergence improvement compared with the one without RIS because RIS enlarges the number of selected devices while preserving a low aggregation error.

Moreover, Ref. [6] designed RIS-empowered FEEL by directly analyzing the coupled impacts of both aggregation error and device selection loss. Under mild assumptions on the learning model, Ref. [6] sets up a theoretical framework to track the expected learning loss in the training process. It shows that the learning loss after convergence is upper bounded by a weighted summation of a device selection loss and a communication loss; see [6, Eq. (20)]. This finding quantitatively verifies the intuitive communication-learning tradeoff: While the device selection loss decreases when more devices are selected, the loss resulted from communication error increases when devices with weak channels are selected. Furthermore, it shows that the RIS phase shifts, the receiver beamforming, and the device selection decision jointly affects the overall performance loss. The joint optimization of these factors was studied in [6] to minimize the overall learning performance loss. Fig. 4 plots the learning accuracy of the communication-learning co-design approach in [6] with or without RIS. With RIS, the proposed approach achieves a near-optimal accuracy as the RIS phase shifts efficiently enhance the channel conditions and the communication-learning tradeoff is well balanced. Without RIS, the receive beamforming is not enough to combat the large communication error, and the devices with poor channel conditions have to be discarded in the performance loss minimization, which leads to a significant accuracy degradation. This result demonstrates the importance of RIS in enhancing the communication-learning co-design in FEEL.

We here point out two possible extensions to the existing RIS-empowered communication-learning co-design. First, the current work in [6], [8], [9] assumes fixed device selection in each coherence block. However, time-varying device selection (i.e., selecting different devices in different iterations) is generally more favorable than the fixed one as the former can exploit diversified training data on different devices. However, we note that time-varying device selection significantly complicates the design of RIS-empowered FEEL. This is because 1) the impact of device selection cannot be separately analyzed for
each iteration and thus makes the convergence analysis more difficult; 2) to accommodate the RIS design to time-varying device selection, the RIS phase shift $\theta_t$ should also be unfixed with respect to the iteration index $t$. This further complicates the system design as the device selection decision in iteration $t$ is highly correlated to $\theta_t$. Second, as shown in Fig. 2(b), the device selection loss is more severe when data are non-identically distributed across devices. In this case, the RIS plays a more profound role to improve the channel quality of devices with important data so that they don’t need to be discarded in device selection. To achieve this goal, system optimization should also consider the impact of the data heterogeneity.

IV. RIS FOR LOW-OVERHEAD FEEL

Although the works in Section III have leveraged RIS in enhancing the FEEL performance, they all assume that perfect CSIT is available and use CSIT-based transmit scaling to align the local models. As discussed in Challenge C2, acquiring CSIT, however, incurs high communication overhead in Step 3 of Fig. 1. Furthermore, the inevitable error in CSI quantization/communication degrades the signal alignment accuracy in model aggregation. A new model aggregation design without CSIT-based transmit scaling is required to avoid the CSIT feedback. Ref. [7] investigated model aggregation without transmit scaling by adopting massive MIMO. Specifically, all local model updates $\{\Delta w_{k,t}\}$ are transmitted without transmit scaling, and the inter-user interference is suppressed at the PS by harnessing high array gains of a large-scale receive antenna array.

As RIS can significantly improve the energy efficiency of wireless communications [3], RIS-empowered model aggregation is promising as a green solution for CSIT-free FEEL. Indeed, a recent study in [10] utilized RIS to design CSIT-free FEEL systems. Specifically, it is assumed that no CSIT is available at the devices and the PS is only equipped with one receive antenna. Consequently, the authors in [10] relied on the RIS phase shifts $\theta$ to align the local signals $\{\Delta w_{k,t}\}$ without applying transmit scaling nor MIMO interference mitigation.

They configured $\theta$ so that the resultant channel coefficient of device $k$, i.e., $h_k(\theta)$, is approximately proportional to the corresponding aggregation weight $p_k$. In this way, the local model updates are coherently aligned through adjusting channel coefficients via the RIS. Fig. 5 plots the performance of the CSIT-free FEEL approach in [10] with various numbers of RIS elements $L$. We see that the approach in [10] achieves a similar accuracy to the error-free benchmark with a sufficiently large RIS, demonstrating the power of a passive RIS in attaining low-overhead FEEL.

We note that the CSIT-free FEEL design mentioned above focuses on the communication aspect only without considering device selection. As discussed in Section III, communication-learning co-design can further unleash the potential of RIS in empowering FEEL, which remains an open problem in the field of CSIT-free FEEL. We envision low-overhead FEEL with joint device selection and communication design as a promising future research direction. However, the communication-learning co-design for CSIT-free FEEL becomes more challenging than the CSIT-based one since device selection critically affects the capability of signal alignment by the RIS phase shifts $\theta$. Specifically, aligning dissimilar channel coefficients $h_k(\theta)$ to the predetermined weight $p_k$ is more difficult and thus usually leads to large aggregation error. Therefore, device selection should not only balance communication error minimization and participant maximization but also activate devices with channel coefficients as similar as possible to facilitate the RIS-enabled signal alignment design in [10]. Furthermore, the current RIS-empowered design in [10] relies only on the RIS for signal alignment with a single receive antenna, which is prone to CSI error. Combining the MIMO technique [7] and the RIS phase shifts [10] shall improve the robustness of the RIS-empowered CSIT-free FEEL design.
V. RIS FOR PRIVACY ENHANCEMENT IN FEEL

In this section, we study Challenge C3, namely privacy leakage in FEEL. Although the local data at individual devices are not explicitly shared, FEEL is still prone to privacy leakage. In fact, recent studies show that batch-averaged local gradients transmitted in FEEL iterations encode a large amount of information that can be used by adversaries to retrieve local data. A widely adopted privacy preserving approach, known as DP, is for each device to hide its information, e.g., by adding artificial noise. DP has been exploited in [11] to enhance FEEL by adding independent Gaussian noises to local models before transmission. Meanwhile, the communication noise in wireless propagation environments can directly act as a privacy-inducing source [12]. Furthermore, over-the-air model aggregation also preserves DP as the model information in a particular device is covered by the superposition of wireless signals [13]. The analyses in [11]–[13] reveal the fundamental tradeoff between learning performance and privacy level. Specifically, more artificial noise leads to a higher privacy level but compromises the learning performance of FEEL.

Although privacy preservation in FEEL has attracted considerable research interest, the role of RIS therein has not yet been investigated. With RIS, the wireless channels can be manipulated to be more favorable to offset the learning performance loss due to privacy enhancement. Here, we put forth a general architecture for RIS-empowered private FEEL shown in Fig. 6 and discuss the research opportunities under this framework. Different from Fig. 3, Fig. 6 applies a privacy preservation mechanism to enhance the privacy of FEEL. For example, we can add artificial noises to mask the transmitted local model updates before transmit scaling. After that, over-the-air transceivers and RIS phase shifts are adopted to coherently aggregate the local model updates to compute the global model. Analogously to the communication-learning co-design in Section III, the communication (i.e., transceivers and RIS phase shifts), the learning (i.e., device selection), and the privacy (i.e., the power of artificial noise) aspects shall be jointly optimized in a unified optimization framework. A possible formulation is to minimize the expected training loss subject to $\epsilon$-DP privacy preservation, i.e., the privacy leakage level is below some given threshold $\epsilon$. To this end, the impacts of the communication-learning-privacy factors on both the training loss and the privacy leakage shall be investigated, and the learning behavior and the DP level shall be modeled with respect to all the considered variables. A possible approach for this challenge is to extend the existing analytical framework on the communication-learning co-design in [6] to take the privacy-enhancing mechanism into account.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This article discussed three fundamental communication challenges in over-the-air FEEL systems: the communication-learning tradeoff, the large communication overhead, and the privacy leakage issue. We introduced a RIS-empowered FEEL framework to address these challenges. We discussed the state-of-the-art solutions and identified the promising future directions on each challenge under the RIS-empowered FEEL framework. FEEL and RIS both constitute essential parts of the paradigm shift towards intelligent 6G wireless systems. In summary, we envision that the RIS technique can significantly enhance the FEEL performance due to its exceptional advantages in reforming the physical wireless environment. We hope this article will spur widespread interest in the integration of FEEL and RIS.
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